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When we tour a garden, admiring the open flowers,
we focus on their beauty of the moment.  But we sel-
dom consider the days-long process that creates and
then undoes that one-day perfection.  We notice when
it has gone wrong: when the flower doesn’t look right.
It might have opened poorly; it might be marred by
damage from insects, sun or wind; dead flowers might
cause unsightly messes.  As gardeners and judges, it is helpful to understand
the constellation of conditions and plant behaviors that lead to our best dis-
plays.  The answers are not well known: we know a great deal about how
ignorant we are.  There lies opportunity for observation and learning.

Development
It all begins with the growth of the buds over a period of weeks.  Perfect

flowers come from perfect buds: there’s not really any healing from any
injury.  Daylily bud growth is tolerant of a wide variety of conditions, but
drought and insect damage are significant problems.  Drought frequently
leads to buds dropping off or reduction of flower size.  Drought can also end
bud building and prevent rebloom.  Aphids, thrips and spider mites are
insects that can also cause bud problems.  In severe infestations of aphids, I
see scarring of scapes, bud damage, and bud loss on many cultivars.  (Figure
1)  Often this damage is attributed to thrips instead, and it might well be
caused by any of the three.  Generally, commercial growers control for both
simultaneously and don’t bother to distinguish.  It would be nice if some-
body did a bit of research to allow us to tell which really was the cause.
Bumps or spines on buds are also attributed to thrips, though they seldom
seem to cause significant problems when the buds open.  Small, tightly
closed buds look as if they are protected from pests, but according to Darrel
Apps, thrips can be feeding safely inside really tiny buds.

Opening
Opening is not simple.  It involves unfurling, rapid expansion of petal sur-

faces, maturation of pistil and stamens, development of pigments and more.
And these all vary dramatically.  Take, for example, how widely a flower
opens at the base.  There are extreme trumpet forms (Figure 2) that open
just a little, and extremely flat forms (Figure 3) that have essentially no
throat.  The tepals may recurve strongly, may be flat as a plate, may quill or
twist or ruffle.  All of these require a reversal: the petals and sepals start
curled and concave (cupping the center of the flower) and then become
flat and convex (arching away from the center.)

There is also a surprising amount of variation in the behavior of the pis-
til and stamens.  Usually, stamens align together to arch upwards and pres-
ent the pollen to the underside of pollinators (Figure 4)  But in some culti-
vars (Figure 3 again), the stamens space themselves apart.  Jim Brennan
(AHS President from 1998-1999,  hybridizer, Emeritus Professor of Botany,
Bridgewater State College) called these dancing stamens. Even more rarely,
stamens seem curled and tangled.  I’ve heard those called crazy stamens.
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Maturation of pistil and stamens often is not in syn-
chrony with the rest of the flower.  At times the pis-
til protrudes and the three lobes of the stigma open
to receive pollen long before the flower opens.
Then when the flower is finally open, often the stig-
ma is no longer receptive.  This is a problem when
breeding with some of the daylilies that take three
days to open their buds, such as ‘Polar Picture’
(Millikan, 1994) (Figure 4).  Three-day openers will
begin the opening process one day, have stigma
receptive and pollen sacs open the second day, but
not have the petals widely unfurled until the third
day.  Sometimes you see a similar phenomenon
when ordinary daylilies are attempting to open in
cold weather.

Daylilies can open diurnally (at the start of day)
or nocturnally (evening or during the night.)  There
are advantages and disadvantages for each.
Nocturnal opening means the flower has to last
through the night, when bad weather could ruin it;
it could be damaged by earwigs and other pests; or
it could be pollinated by moths.  If the flower isn’t
extended (doesn’t stay open 16 hours or more), then
it is likely to close during the day when you’d like it
to be open.  But the benefit is that the flower is open
in the morning, a peak time for viewing.  Diurnal
openers have a different set of problems.  Some
open too late in the morning for viewing before
going off to work.  Some won’t open properly after a
cool night.  EMO’s (Early Morning Openers) and
CMO’s (Cold Morning Openers) solve these prob-
lems.  Cold morning opening is a major problem for
late season bloomers, especially in the Pacific north-
west and parts of Europe where nights tend to be
quite cool.  Hybridizers can solve this problem: Bob
Sobek has a seedling that opens after 34-degree
nights.  (Figure 5)

There is great variation in opening.  Some culti-
vars never flare open enough to open fully.  (Figure
6)  Others may keep their sepals cupped, with their
tips looking strongly clawed. (Figure 7)  A common
sight is the “tongue,” a lower petal that doesn’t fully
uncurl.  It has a variety of other names as well: lazy
petal, shoehorn petal,  dominant petal, and bee-
landing strip.  These are sometimes considered
flaws, but can also be viewed as alternative flower
forms that are not yet named.  A number of
hybridizers are working on these forms, especially
when the variant petals are symmetrically arranged:
three curled petals for example.

There are several major causes of opening diffi-
culty.  The two most pressing problems are hang-ups
due to dead blooms from previous days (Figure 8)
and entanglement from large amounts of ruffling
(also called unzipping problems).  Cool night tem-

Facing page: Figure 1 shows scarring, browning
and bud damage due to aphids. The cast skins (white
specks) are all over.

Figure 2: ‘Gabriel’s Weathervane’ (Turner, 2006)
is an example of an extreme trumpet form.

All photos are by Mike Huben.

Figure 3: ‘Siloam Darrel Apps’ (Henry, 1986)
shows an extremely flat form with dancing stamens.

Figure 4: ‘Polar Picture’ (Millikan, 1994) opens
over a three-day period.

Figure 5: This is a Bob Sobek seedling, a very
late, that opens after 34-degree nights.

Figure 6: One of my seedlings never opens its
petals fully and often doesn’t open its sepals, either.

Figure 7: Another of my seedlings shows cupped
and clawed sepals and a “tongue.”See Behavior, page %



peratures can prevent some daylilies from opening
properly.  Adjacent buds that are too close can
interfere with opening.  Damage to buds from
aphids or thrips can cause distortion when open-
ing because damaged parts can’t expand with the
rest of the flower.  They are likely also a cause of
blotches and trails across the colored surfaces of
daylily petals (Figure 9).  These are usually attrib-
uted to thrips grazing on the surface of the petal,
a top layer of cells that has the anthocyanin (pur-
ple or red) pigments.  Darrell Apps (AHS
Bertrand Farr Silver Medal recipient in 2006,
Ph.D. in agriculture and extension education,
longtime head of Education Department at
Longwood Gardens, and recipient of many
awards in various plant societies) reports that
thrips can be found inside even tiny buds that
appear sealed tight.  Some cultivars are much
more susceptible than others to these problems,
but hybridizers can breed and select for resistance.

Bloom
After the flower has opened, the production of

color does not stand still.
The chemistry that started
much earlier continues
making, transforming,
accumulating, and degrad-
ing pigments.  The pig-
ments in a bud the day
before it opens can be very
different than when the
flower is open.  You can see
it without instruments, sim-
ply by pulling open a bud.
For example, many near-
whites, such as ‘Big
Snowbird’ (Millikan-B.,
1990), open as strong
melon, and then seem to
lose those melon pigments,
probably converting them to colorless com-
pounds.  Other daylilies, such as ‘Copper
Chameleon’ (Sobek, 1995), dramatically accu-
mulate dark pigments throughout the day.  ‘Foar
Bizar’ (Riggle, 2001) loses its lavender color in the
centers of the petals only.

The eventual color of the bloom can vary wide-
ly based on many factors.  A short list of likely fac-
tors (these are presumed based on experience,
rather than scientific studies) includes tempera-
ture, sun exposure, and soil factors such as pH and
micronutrients.  Size of the open bloom probably
varies based on even more factors: drought, fertil-
izer, light and crowding.

An open flower can be harmed by many envi-
ronmental conditions.  Flowers that are not rain-
fast can be spotted by water drops, or they can be
battered by the impact of raindrops.  Some flow-
ers are easily damaged by wind breaking or tearing
the petals or banging flowers together.  

“Substance” is the vague term we use to
describe how well the flowers resist this mechani-

cal damage, but there isn’t really a good definition
for it.  Many garden judges feel petals and declare
there is substance, perhaps based on thickness,
perhaps based on how petals feel when squeezed.
There seems to be an “I know it when I feel it”
standard that has no clear relation to whether the
flowers actually get damaged. 

The greatest enemy of the open daylily is the
sun.  Hot sun, especially with drying wind, cause
four major kinds of  sunfastness problems.
“Curling” is when the edges of petals curl towards
the midrib with the heat.  “Slicking” is when a vel-
vety textured petal becomes shiny and greasy
looking (Figure 10).  Slicking is usually reversible:
when the sun is off the flower, the velvet returns.
“Fading” is when bright colors are bleached by the
sun, often revealing underlying colors within the
petal.  For reds and purples, when the underlying
color is yellow they fade to brownish colors and
when the underlying color is melon or white they
fade to silvery colors.  Fading is easy to observe
(Figure 11): lift a petal to reveal a petal or sepal

surface underneath that has-
n’t been exposed to the sun.
And finally, “melting” is
when the sun has irreversibly
damaged the flower by lique-
fying it or drying it out (Figure
12).  Some daylilies are much
more sunfast than others.  I
recall a 100 degree day tour-
ing in Georgia when all the
daylilies in all the gardens
were melted, except ‘Mint
Fresh’ (Joiner, 1988) which
looked perfect in every gar-
den.

Closing
One of the great wishes of

daylily growers is good clos-
ing.  Many of us are dissatisfied with the ordinary
closing, and deadhead (or livehead) our gardens
when we are open or before tours.  There are
three basic steps to closing: furling (bringing the
petals together tightly), autolysis (reclaiming
nutrients from the flower through self-digestion),
and abscission (when the flower drops off.)

Furling is important because often it takes too
much time to deadhead daylilies.  Spent flowers
can be unsightly if they don’t furl well, and they
can interfere with opening of other flowers (Figure
13).  But many cultivars furl very well and look
attractive without deadheading (Figure 14)  A
closed bloom that looks like an unopened bud
can’t look too bad!

Autolysis is really obvious when we deadhead
and get that sticky, colored juice all over our
hands.  Some daylilies don’t furl before autolysis,
and the droopy liquid petals hang onto buds and
flowers and dry there as “mummies” (Figure 15).
Mummies are so unsightly that landscapers
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Figure 8: A “mummy” could interfere with open-
ing.

Figure 9: The white trails on the petals are pur-
portedly from thrips.

Figure 10: Curling and slicking can be seen on
this daylily.
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Figure 11: Lift a petal to observe the
unfaded portion of a sepal.

See Behavior, page %
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should avoid them where they will not be
groomed off.  A few cultivars such as ‘Etched
Eyes’ (Kaskel, 1994) autolyze in the middle of the
day without closing: that can be mistaken for not
being sunfast.  The difference is that they will
autolyze even during cloudy days.

Abscission is the self-cleaning of flowers.
Usually, it takes 3 days for a daylily flower to close,
autolyze, and abscise.  If a pod was set, only the

tepals fall off. Otherwise the entire bloom
(including the ovary at the base) falls off leaving
a bud scar.  While many people wish daylilies
would be self-cleaning overnight, proper furling is
a good alternative solution (unless you are a
compulsive groomer.)

Conclusion
We all can benefit from understanding the

behavior of daylily flowers.  A daylily may be
capable of the most beautiful face, but be vulner-
able to many forms of damage that prevent us

from ever enjoying that face.  Gardeners, land-
scapers, and garden judges can observe whether
cultivars will look good when we want them to,
whether pests will cause problems, whether
plants will need grooming, and a host of other
useful things.  If we have names for these process-
es and characteristics, it is easier for us to talk and
think about them.  Hybridizers can carefully
select based on these ideas.  And hopefully, our
perfect perennial can be perfected even further.

Figure 12: ‘A melted bloom is
shown with liquefied edges and
dried surfaces.

Figure 13: Poor furling can lead to drap-
ing over unopened buds.
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Figure 14: ‘Made to Order’ (Apps,
1995) shows that properly furled blooms
don’t need deadheading for mass plant-
ings to look good.

Figure 15: A mummy, a flower
that should have closed the previous
day, dried without furling.
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